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Figure 1. The drawing of the spetrum of omet C/1864 N1 (Tempel), observed visually by Donati [1℄. The three emission bands �, �, were afterwards identi�ed to uoresene of the Swan bands of the C2 radial. The solar spetrum is shown at the bottom to give thewavelength sale.water and prebioti moleules, and beause omet-Earth ollisions were | and still are | a potentialdanger for mankind and a possible ause of speies extintion.The present artile is devoted to ometary moleules and their study by means of spetrosopy, keepingin mind all these motivations. The urrent state of moleular spetrosopy of omets is reviewed, in relationwith the understanding of their hemial omposition and physial properties. (The study of ometary dustis beyond the sope of this paper.)2 Cometary spetrosopy in a historial perspetiveThe �rst reported spetrosopi observation of a omet was made visually in 1864 by Giovanni Donati inFlorene, on a omet (C/1864 N1) just disovered by Wilhelm Tempel in Marseilles [1℄ (Fig. 1). Donatireported: \Le spetre de la om�ete ressemble aux spetres produits par les m�etaux; en e�et les partiesnoires y sont plus larges que les parties lumineuses, et on pourrait dire que es spetres se omposent detrois raies laires telles que �, � et ." (\The spetrum of the omet looks like spetra of metals; indeed,the blak bands are wider than the bright bands, and one ould say that these spetra onsist of threebright lines suh as �, � and .") This was the disovery of uoresene emission by ometary moleules.These bands were identi�ed to the Swan bands (now known to be due to the C2 radial) four years latter byHuggins [2℄, still visually, in omet C/1868 L1 (Winneke). Huggins used a lever devie whih allowed himto ompare simultaneously the omet's spetrum and the spetrum of hydroarbon vapours undergoing aneletri disharge, thus establishing a diret link between observations at the telesope and measurementsin the laboratory.Last summer, on 4 July 2005, an ative experiment was made on another omet disovered by WilhelmTempel in Marseilles in 1867: short-period omet 9P/Tempel 1 [3℄. A 365-kg impator hit the omet witha 11 km s�1 veloity. The event was observed by the Deep Impat spaeraft whih released the impator,as well as by most major Earth-based and spae observatories, from radio wavelengths to X-rays [4℄.In the lapse of time whih separated these two pioneering observations of the two Tempel omets,onsiderable hanges in the tehniques of observation were ahieved. As an example, Fig. 2 shows aportion of the visible spetrum of a moderately bright omet observed with modern tehniques, to beompared with Donati's observation (Fig. 1). Still more spetaular are the opening to the radio, infraredand ultraviolet spetral domains, and the emergene of spae astronomy and spae exploration of the Solar
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Figure 2. Exerpt of the high-resolution spetrum of omet 122P/de Vio in the visible. Lines of CN, C2 and NH2 are present,together with many unidenti�ed features. (Adapted from [5℄.)Table 1. Fats on typial omets.Comet period nuleus sizea) gas produtionb) dust prodution)[yr℄ [km℄ [1028 s�1℄ [kg s�1℄ [kg s�1℄67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko 6.6 4 1 300 40021P/Giaobini-Zinner 6.6 2 5 1 500 4001P/Halley 76 11 100 30000 20000C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) 2400 75 1000 300000 600000a) Equivalent nuleus diameter.b) Water prodution rate by number of moleules and by mass at rh � 1 AU.) Dust prodution rate at rh � 1 AU (the evaluation of ometary dust prodution in mass is highlymodel-dependent; we have assumed here that the dust prodution indiator Af� = 1 m orresponds to1 kg s�1).System (see illustrations in the following setions).The early days of ometary spetrosopy, restrited to visible observations, were reviewed in a historialperspetive in [6{10℄. As will be detailed in the following setions, ometary spetrosopy has been rev-olutionized these last deades with the advent of large, sensitive telesopes, the opening to new spetraldomains | radio, infrared, UV | using ground-based or spae failities, and last but not least, the pos-sibility to make in situ investigations with spae missions. For reent reviews on ometary moleules andtheir observation, see [11{20℄.3 Physial onditions in ometsThe atmosphere of an ative omet is similar to a free moleular jet: ies sublimate at the nuleus surfae,presumably at an equilibrium temperature � 150{200 K; due to the very low gravity �eld of the omet, itsatmosphere is not aptive and expands. The expansion veloity rapidly beomes supersoni with vexp � 0.5{1 km s�1. The expansion is �rst nearly adiabati and the atmosphere ools down to very low temperatures(T � 10 K or less is observed in some ases). However, heating may our through ollisions with high-veloity photodissoiation produts; T � 100 K or more may be observed in the outer oma [21, 22℄.Thus, physial onditions in a ometary atmosphere evolve progressively from a ollisional region atthermal equilibrium in the inner oma to a large ollision-free region with out-of-equilibrium proessesfarther from the nuleus.



May 23, 2006 14:11 Moleular Physis rovisier_MP_rev4 J. CrovisierTable 2. Typial onditionsa) in ometary atmospheres, interstellar louds, and irumstellar envelopes.omet di�use dense hot ore irumstellarat 1 AU loud loud envelopearhetype objet 1P/Halley TMC 1 Orion IR2 IRC+10216size [km℄ � 106b) � 1013 < 3� 1012 � 1011density [partiles m�3℄ 10� 1012 100 103 � 107 � 107 1� 1012temperature [K℄ 10{100 � 100 10 � 200 10{2000pressure [mbar℄ 10�6){ 10�17 � 10�16 10�11{10�15 � 10�10 10�5{10�18expansion vel. [km s�1℄ 1 10{20H2O lifetime [s℄ 105 � 109 109a) These typial onditions are often subjetive, ill-de�ned, or orrespond to a broad range of values. The listedvalues must be onsidered as order-of-magnitude evaluations.b) Size of the moleular oma.) Pressure lose to the nuleus surfae.Comets are not all alike. Table 1 lists the properties of some typial omets: 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko is the target of the Rosetta mission; 21P/Giaobini-Zinner is a typial Jupiter-family omet,believed to have formed in the Kuiper belt, among trans-Neptunian objets, and to have evolved subse-quently into a short-period omet; 1P/Halley is believed to have formed in the Jupiter{Uranus region, wasexpelled to the Oort loud after gravitational interation with the giant planets, and then evolved to ashorter orbital period; C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) is a giant omet with an orbital evolution story similar tothat of omet Halley.Some basi parameters of the physial onditions of ometary atmospheres are listed in Table 2, togetherwith the orresponding parameters for typial interstellar or irumstellar objets.The low density of ometary atmospheres permits out-of-equilibrium emission proesses to our withoutbeing quenhed by ollisions. The main emission proesses for ometary moleules are eletroni andvibrational transitions following uoresene exited by the Sun's radiation �eld [14, 15℄. Emission rates(number of photons emitted per seond by a given moleule, whih is the so-alled g-fator) are typially10�4 s�1 for fundamental bands of vibration, 10�3 to 10�2 s�1 for eletroni systems at 1 AU from theSun. Unfortunately, the eletroni systems of most of the stable moleules are in the UV where theirexitation leads to photodissoiation rather than to uoresene (exeptions are CO, S2 and H2, for whihUV uoresene is observed in omets). Thus, all emission bands observed in the visible spetra of ometsare due to seondary photolyti produts | radials or moleular ions. Another important emission proessfor ometary moleules (and atoms) is prompt emission (aka hemial pumping), when a photolyti produtis reated in an exited state; it is observed for CO (Cameron bands) produed from the photodissoiationof CO2, for the oxygen atom (forbidden lines) produed from the photodissoiation of H2O.Rotational lines, in the radio spetral domain, are exited both radiatively as the �nal step of theuoresene asades, and thermally by ollisions. In addition to neutral{neutral ollisions, neutral{ionand eletroni ollisions must also be onsidered. A detailed modelling of the evolution of the rotationalpopulation distribution, as the moleules expand from the nuleus, is neessary and must take into aountthe balane between uoresene exitation, ollisions, and spontaneous deay. For abundant moleuleswith strong lines suh as water, radiative trapping is an important proess whih must also be taken intoaount.Chemistry in the oma is dominated by photolyti proesses: degradation of parent speies (moleulesdiretly issued from the sublimation of nuleus ies) into daughter speies (radials, atoms, moleularions). The low density and low temperature do not permit eÆient two-body reations. Exeptions arereations with ions, reated by photoionisation or by interation with the solar wind, and reation withfast produts, essentially fast hydrogen reated through photolysis; but the abundanes of speies reatedby suh reations are marginal ompared to the abundanes of the majority of moleules oming from iesublimation and their deay produts [24℄.High-resolution moleular spetrosopy of omets is adequate to the investigation of the physial ondi-tions in their atmospheres:� The pro�les of moleular lines are purely Doppler. Their observation at high resolution by radio teh-
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Figure 3. Expansion veloities observed in omet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp). These veloities are inferred from the shapes of variousradio lines. They are plotted as a funtion of helioentri distane (left: pre-perihelion; right: post-perihelion). Fitted power laws areindiated. (From [23℄.)
Figure 4. Temperatures observed in omet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) as a funtion of helioentri distane (same presentation as inFig. 3). The temperatures are inferred from the omparison of several radio line intensities of CO and CH3OH. As for the veloitiesplotted in Fig. 3, they are averaged over the region sampled by the radio telesope beam, whih is typially 103 to 104 km from thenuleus. The expansion veloity and the temperature of the atmosphere inrease as the omet gets lose to the Sun beause of aninrease of the photolyti heating. (From [23℄.)niques permits to probe the kinematis of the ometary atmosphere, and to estimate its expansionveloity. Typial veloities of 0.5 to 1.5 km s�1 are observed [22, 23℄ (Fig. 3).� The simultaneous observation of several rotational lines, or of several ro-vibrational lines of the samemoleule allows us to determine the rotational population distribution, and therefore, of the rotationaltemperature. In the ollisional region (inner oma), this temperature is lose to the kineti temperature.Typial temperatures from 10 to 100 K are observed [22, 23℄ (Fig. 4).4 A ensus of ometary moleulesMoleular spetrosopy | at all possible wavelengths | is also adequate for a remote investigation of thehemial omposition of ometary atmospheres and thus indiret probing of the omposition of ometaryies. As we will see below, radio spetrosopy (whih is very sensitive even for rare speies [13, 16℄) andmid-infrared spetrosopy (whih is invaluable for the searh for symmetri hydroarbons [25℄) proved to



May 23, 2006 14:11 Moleular Physis rovisier_MP_rev6 J. CrovisierTable 3. Moleules, radials, ions and atoms observed in ometary omaea).Speies originb) observations) notesd) Speies originb) observations) notesd)H2O P R, IR, MS NH3 P R, IR, MSH2O+ S V HCN P R, IR, MSH3O+ S R HNC ? ROH S R, IR, UV CH3CN P R, MSH S V, UV HC3N P RH2 S UV HNCO P RO S V, UV NH2CHO P RO+ S UV CN S R, IR, VCO P,S R, IR, UV, MS E NH S VCO2 P IR, MS NH2 S IR, VCO+ S R, V, UV N S UVCO+2 S V N+2 S V TBCCH4 P IR H2S P R, MSC2H2 P IR, MS CS2 P V TBCC2H4 P MS TBC CS S R, UVC2H6 P IR, MS SO2 P RC4H2 P IR TBC SO S RCH S IR, V OCS P R, IR ECH+ S V H2CS P R TBCCH2 S MS TBC NS ? R TBCC S UV S2 ? UVC2 S IR, V, UV S S UVC3 S V Na S VH2CO P R, IR E K S VCH3OH P R, IR, MS Ar S UV TBCHCOOH P R metalse) S VCH3CHO P R TBCHCOOCH3 P R TBC(CH2OH)2 P RHCO+ S Ra) The speies deteted by mass spetrosopy of omet 1P/Halley are taken from the ompilation of [27,Table II℄; also listed as \probably deteted" were CS, OCS, CH3CHO, C3H2 and C2H5CN [27, Table III℄.b) Origin: P { primary (or parent) moleule oming from nuleus ies or from an extended soure suh asdust; S { seondary moleule oming from photolysis of a primary moleule, or from hemial reationswithin the oma.) Observations : R { radio; IR { infrared; V { visible; UV { ultraviolet; MS { mass spetrosopy.d) Notes : TBC { the detetion or identi�ation of this speies needs to be on�rmed (e.g., a single linewas observed in a single omet). E { this speies is suspeted to ome (at least partly) from an extendedsoure suh as ometary dust.e) Various metal atoms were only observed in the sungrazing omet C/1965 S1 (Ikeya-Seki).be the most eÆient in the hunt for ometary moleules. Surfae reetane spetrosopy of ometarynulei, whih has been attempted on a limited number of objets either from spae [3, 26℄ or from theground, provided only little onstraint on the omposition of nuleus ies.Our urrent knowledge of the hemial omposition of ometary ies and of the gas-phase speies ofometary atmospheres is summarized in Table 3 and Fig. 5. The most omplete knowledge of the hemialomposition of a omet was obtained for C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) and many minor speies were onlyobserved in that omet (for a list of moleular abundanes observed in omet Hale-Bopp and other brightomets, see [14, Table 1℄). In situ mass spetrosopy was only performed for omet 1P/Halley and itsresults must be taken with a grain of salt, sine they depend upon ion{neutral hemial modelling and aresubjet to instrumental mass ambiguity.For a ensus of the elemental omposition of omets, ometary dust must be also taken into aount.Although no preise evaluation is available, this elemental omposition is grossly onsistent with that ofthe Sun, exept for the most volatile elements (hydrogen, helium, noble gases) whih are depleted.4.1 Detetions and upper limitsThe most abundant ompounds are now probably all known, but a wealth of minor omponents are still tobe identi�ed and studied. Signi�ant upper limits have been obtained for many speies from the analysis of
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Figure 5. Relative prodution rates of ometary volatiles and their omet-to-omet variations. These rates are believed to trae therelative abundanes in ometary ies. The grey part of eah bar indiates the range of variation from omet to omet. On the right, thenumber of omets in whih the speies was deteted is indiated. CO2 data inlude diret infrared measurements as well as indiretmeasurements from CO prompt emission in the UV. CS2 data inlude indiret determinations from UV and radio observations of theCS radial. Some speies (e.g., H2CO) are known to ome (in part) from extended soures, not diretly from the nuleus ies. Theorigins of NS and S2 are ill-understood. (Updated from [14℄.)radio spetra [16℄. Others are potentially present in observed spetra, pending the availability of suitablemoleular databases.On the other hand, existing infrared ometary spetra have not yet been fully exploited.4.2 A ase study: ethylene glyolAn edifying ase is the identi�ation of ethylene glyol in omet Hale-Bopp. Some radio lines were detetedin the spetrum of C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp), but ould not be identi�ed at the time of the observations [28℄.Using a new theory of ethylene glyol (CH2OH)2 [29℄, this moleule was searhed for and identi�ed in theGalati Centre [30℄. As soon as the moleular data were posted in the Cologne Database for MoleularSpetrosopy (CDMS, [31℄), we were able to identify this moleule from our arhive spetra of ometHale-Bopp [32℄. One of the identi�ation spetra is shown in Fig. 6.The identi�ation of ethylene glyol in the omet appears to be easier and more reliable than its iden-
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Figure 6. Detetion of the radio lines of ethylene glyol and other omplex organi speies in C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) with the IRAM30-m telesope. (From [32℄.)ti�ation in the Galati Centre. The ometary lines are narrower than the galati lines (� 2 km s�1,ompared to � 30 km s�1) due to the di�erent kinematis in these objets. Spetral onfusion ompliatesthe line identi�ations in the Galati Centre radio spetrum whih shows a forest of lines, most of thembeing blended.4.3 Moleules in homologous seriesAs ould be expeted, the abundane of moleules dereases when their omplexity inreases. This isindeed observed for moleules in homologous series: saturated hydroarbons (CH4 = 1.5%, C2H6 = 0.6%),aldehydes (H2CO = 1.1 %, CH3CHO = 0.02%) and yanopolyynes (HCN = 0.25%, HC3N = 0.02%, HC5N< 0.003%) [16, 18, 25℄.But surprisingly, the abundane of ethylene glyol is omparatively large: 0.25%, making it the thirdCHO moleule after methanol and formaldehyde. This dialohol is even more abundant than ethanol (<0.10%) [16, 32℄.4.4 Evolution with helioentri distanesThe evolution with helioentri distane of the prodution rates of various moleules provides us with alue to their sublimation mehanisms. Suh a study ould be performed on omet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp);the ativity of this giant omet ould be followed up to onsiderable distanes from the Sun [23℄. At rh �14 AU, CO ould still be observed through its J(2{1) radio line.All moleules do not behave in the same way, depending upon their volatility. The sublimation of water,whih is the motor of ometary ativity lose to the Sun, is ineÆient farther than � 4 AU. The ativity ofdistant omets is governed by the sublimation of hypervolatiles : mainly CO, but also CH4 and perhaps N2if this moleule is present in ometary ies. We have to take this phenomenon into aount when we tryto dedue the relative moleular abundanes in ometary ies from the abundanes of the same moleulesobserved in the ometary atmosphere.



May 23, 2006 14:11 Moleular Physis rovisier_MP_rev Spetrosopy of omets 94.5 Relations with interstellar moleulesBasially, the same moleules are found in ometary atmospheres and in interstellar louds. Two extremehypotheses have been proposed: (i) ometary material is made of unproessed interstellar material; (ii)ometary material underwent hemial proesses in the primitive Solar Nebula in suh a way that it hastotally lost any hemial memory of the interstellar material from whih it originates. The truth is probablybetween these two hypotheses. We must also have in mind that hemial proesses in the primitive SolarNebula ould be very similar to those whih ourred in interstellar louds. This topi is disussed in[13, 33{35℄.4.6 Unidenti�ed linesMany of the lines observed in ometary spetra | at all wavelengths | are still unidenti�ed, showingthat the work of interpretation whih began in the XIXth entury on the �rst ometary spetra is far frombeing over.The best doumented ase is in the visible. For example, in the high-resolution spetrum of omet122P/de Vio, 12 219 lines were identi�ed (prinipally to CN, CH, C2, C3, NH2, CH+, CO+, H2O+), butno less than 4 219 unidenti�ed lines were reported [5℄ (Fig. 2). Indeed, a major fration of them ould beattributed to NH2, from available data on this radial (Mihel Vervloet, personal ommuniation). H2O+[36℄ and other moleular ions and radials are plausible andidates for the identi�ation of the others. CS2has also been proposed for some of the lines in the blue region [37℄.In the UV, a breakthrough was reently made with the FUSE (Far Ultraviolet Spetrosopi Explorer)observations from spae [15, 38℄. Besides detetions of lines from CO and H2 (H2 is indeed oming fromphotodegradation of water and other parent moleules rather than from nuleus ies), FUSE spottedseveral unidenti�ed lines, likely due to atoms and ions [39℄.In the infrared, low-resolution spetra have revealed 3.2 to 3.6 �m emission features that are still ill-understood [40℄. CHO moleules and hydroarbons (inluding PAHs) are obvious andidates for theiridenti�ations. Methanol, whih is well studied at radio wavelengths, is ertainly an important ontributor,but we are still awaiting for a detailed theory of the infrared emission of this moleule to evaluate preiselyits ontribution. High-resolution spetra allowed us to identify several moleules in this spetral domain(Fig. 5, Table 3). But they also revealed many unidenti�ed lines. Some of them ould be due to radialsrather than simple stable moleules. The full exploitation of the existing high-resolution infrared spetraof omets is not yet done, and no omprehensive list of unidenti�ed features is available for this spetraldomain.At radio wavelengths, some unidenti�ed lines are still present, but with limited signal-to-noise ratios[16℄. The suessful identi�ation of ethylene glyol to similar lines (see above) is a strong enouragementto proeed further with the identi�ation of these lines.There is an obvious need for extensive moleular databases and modelling.5 Cometary waterCometary water is an ubiquitous, but elusive ometary speies. It is almost impossible to observe from theground due its presene in the Earth's atmosphere.Cometary water was �rst deteted in the infrared from air-borne observations of omet Halley in 1985[42℄. From the ground, it ould be observed through lines of its hot vibrational bands near 2 and 4.7 �m[43℄; suh observations are now onduted at high spetral resolution with large telesopes suh as theIRTF or the Kek telesope (where the NIRSPEC instrument has a spetral resolution � 25 000) [25, 44℄.From spae, the water infrared spetrum around 3.7 and 6 �m as well as rotational lines in the far-infraredwere investigated with the Infrared Spae Observatory (ISO) [45{47℄.In situ observations of water in the infrared were �rst made by VEGA/IKS on omet 1P/Halley andreently by Deep Impat on 9P/Tempel 1 [3, 48℄ (Fig. 8). In the future, similar observations will beonduted more extensively on omet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko at a higher resolution by the VIRTIS
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Figure 7. The 110{101 lines of H162 O and H182 O near 550 GHz observed in omet C/2004 Q2 (Mahholz) in January 2005 with theOdin satellite. The line frequenies have been onverted into Doppler veloities in the omet frame of rest. Note the di�erene in theline shapes, whih may be attributed to the large opaity of the H162 O line. (From [41℄.)instrument aboard Rosetta [49℄.At radio wavelengths ometary water is also impossible to observe from the ground, exept for the HDOisotopi speies whih was observed | diÆultly and in only two omets | with the CSO (Calteh Submil-limeter Observatory), JCMT (James Clerk Maxwell Telesope) and IRAM (Institut de RadioastronomieMillim�etrique) telesopes, and whih will be a goal for the future ALMA (Ataama Large Millimetre Array)faility. From spae, the 110{101 line of water at 557 GHz was extensively observed in about �fteen ometswith the SWAS (Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite) and Odin small telesopes [41, 50, 51℄ (Fig. 7).In the future, this line (as well as other submillimetri lines) will be an ideal target for the Hershel SpaeObservatory [52℄. The MIRO instrument aboard Rosetta will also investigate in situ this line and those ofother water isotopi speies in omet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko [53℄.6 Isotopi ratiosIsotopi ratios, whih have been investigated spetrosopially for D/H, 18O/16O, 13C/12C, 15N/14N and34S/32S, will not be disussed here. See [54℄ for a general review and [14, 19, 20℄ for reent results.7 Ortho-to-para ratios and spin temperaturesFor moleules suh as H2O, NH3, CH4 whih exist in di�erent spin speies (ortho{para, A{E. . . ), spintransitions are forbidden, so that spin temperatures ould be preserved for a long time. The ortho-to-pararatios (OPR) and spin temperatures observed now for ometary water or for other speies might thus beprimordial [21, 55℄.First determinations of the water OPR were made from air-borne infrared observations of omets1P/Halley and C/1986 P1 (Wilson) [33℄. Then aurate measurements were obtained with ISO on ometsC/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) and 103P/Hartley 2 [45, 46℄. Further results on water were obtained by observingvibrational hot bands of water from the ground on bright omets [56℄.These results were extended to ammonia. The OPR of NH3 itself annot (yet) be diretly observed, butan be derived from the OPR of NH2 determined from its visible spetrum [57℄. The spin temperatureof methane an also be determined from the E, A, F spin speies relative populations measured from itsinfrared spetrum.All these results were reently reviewed in [58℄ (see also [56, 59℄ for last results on methane and waterspin temperatures). These results are quite puzzling: the observed spin temperatures are remarkably lose



May 23, 2006 14:11 Moleular Physis rovisier_MP_rev Spetrosopy of omets 11to 30 K, whatever the moleule, the helioentri distane of the omet or its dynamial history.What is the signi�ation of this universal temperature? Is it really primordial | as was �rst believed |,traing the temperature of formation (or ondensation) of the moleules, whih would thus be the same forall moleules and all omets? Or is it the onsequene of a loal re-equilibration, at a temperature whihwould also be the same for all omets? It seems that all the proposed explanations annot fully explain theobservations. Laboratory simulations of omet analogue material in ometary onditions would be helpfulto investigate the time sales for equilibration of the spin populations, and their behaviour during phasetransitions.8 Problems of ometary hemistryThere are still many pending problems related to ometary moleules. Among the various moleules nowobserved in ometary atmospheres, several have unknown �liation: we do not know for ertain whetherthey are oming diretly from nuleus ies, from photodegradation of parent moleules, from two-bodyhemial reations within the oma, or from degradation of large-size moleules in ometary grains. Thisis the ase for the S2 moleule and the NS radial; they are unlikely to be present in ometary ies, butno plausible other soures ould be found. The parents for the C3 radial are still to be found: HC3N isnot abundant enough, and propyne (CH3CCH) is not deteted with a signi�ant upper limit.Although CN is one of the best studied ometary radials, its origin is not fully eluidated [60℄. Indeed,HCN should be one of its major parents, but evaluations of prodution rates show that there may besigni�ant additional soures. Isotopi measurements have shown that the C15N/C14N and HC15N/HC14Nratios di�er by a fator of two, also suggesting an additional soure [61℄. HNC, an unstable isomeri formof HCN, is also observed in omets. The observed HNC/HCN ratio, whih may be as large as 0.2, variesfrom omet to omet and inreases when the helioentri distane dereases. The origin of ometary HNCis unlear sine models of ometary hemistry rule out a HCN ! HNC onversion in the oma, at least inweak omets. The degradation of yanopolyyne polymers has been invoked.The existene and nature of extended soures of moleules in ometary omae is subjet to debates.Cometary formaldehyde is now well known to ome mainly from an extended soure rather than from thenuleus; the thermal degradation of polymers suh as polyoxymethylene has been proposed for its origin[62℄. The idea of an extended soure of arbon monoxide omes from in situ exploration of omet Halleyand from infrared observations of omet Hale-Bopp, but its existene is ontroversial [14, 63℄ and there isno de�nite lue to its nature. This is an important issue, sine CO is a major ometary volatile moleule,mainly responsible for the ativity of distant omets.What is the true nature of these extended soures? Complex moleules, iy grains, organi grains,hemistry in the oma? The answer will possibly ome from in situ analyses of ometary material.9 The spae exploration of omets9.1 The �rst missionsThe spae exploration of omets at a lose distane, with imaging and spetroopi instrumentation, wasinaugurated with the VEGA 1, VEGA 2 and Giotto ybys of omet P/Halley in Marh 1986 (Fig. 8).Only short-time observations ould be made due to the high enounter veloities (� 70 km s�1).The following missions, Deep Spae 1 towards 81P/Borrelly and Stardust towards 19P/Wild 2, had notthe possibility to make spetrosopi investigations of the oma. Stardust sueeded in bringing bak (on15 January 2006) samples of ometary dust partiles olleted in the oma [64℄; unfortunately ometaryies were preserved, but refratory organi matter might still be present.
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Figure 8. The 2.5{5 �m infrared spetrum of omets from spae exploration, showing the main ometary volatiles. Left: 1P/Halleyobserved by VEGA/IKS on 6 Mars 1986 at � 50000 km from the nuleus [48℄. Right: two limb-sounding spetra of 9P/Tempel 1observed by Deep Impat taken 4 min before and 10 min after the impat (from left to right) on 4 July 2005, at respetively� 11000and 2500 km from the nuleus [3℄.

Figure 9. A portion of the infrared spetrum of omet 9P/Tempel 1 observed with the Kek telesope just after the Deep Impatevent, showing ro-vibrational lines of water, aetylene and hydrogen yanide. (From [65℄.)9.2 Deep ImpatThe idea of the Deep Impat mission | the �rst ative experiment on a omet | was to exavate matterfrom � 10{30 m under the surfae of the nuleus, to hek whether the material released in the oma bysublimation is representative of inner nulear material. For this, a 365 kg impator hit the omet with a11 km s�1 veloity [66℄.The �rst reports on�rm the full suess of the experiment [3, 4, 65, 67℄ (Figs 8 and 9). At a distane,the Earth-based observations do not easily separate the matter released by the impat from that due tothe quiesent ativity of the omet, so that an elaborate analysis is needed for interpretation. The spetraobserved from the spaeraft itself show a huge inrease of the signal after the impat (Fig. 8). But themoleular bands appear to be optially thik, so that sophistiated radiative transfer modelling is required.It is thus still premature to draw de�nitive onlusions on the results.



May 23, 2006 14:11 Moleular Physis rovisier_MP_rev REFERENCES 139.3 RosettaESA's spaeraft Rosetta, launhed on 2 Marh 2004, will enounter omet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenkoand study it at a lose distane in 2014{2015 [68℄. A small roboti probe (Philae) will land on the nuleusfor diret analyses.The Rosetta orbiter will study 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko and its environment over a large rangeof helioentri distanes, allowing us to study the evolution of its ativity. Mentioning only instrumentsrelevant to moleular studies, the orbiter is equipped with mass spetrometers (COSIMA and ROSINA,with a resolution able to resolve most mass ambiguities) and with spetrometers at spetral wavelengthsfrom radio to UV: MIRO [53℄ will observe at high spetral resolution the lines of water, water isotopomersand several other dediated speies; VIRTIS [49℄ will investigate the 2{5 �m spetrum of the omet witha resolution � 2000; ALICE [69℄ will observe radials, ions and atoms in the oma in the UV (70{205nm with a resolution � 200). The lander Philae is equipped with an X-ray spetrometer (APXS), massspetrometers and a gas hromatograph (PTOLEMY and COSAC ).10 ConlusionThe historial synergy between spetrosopy and ometary siene is still alive. Spetrosopy has provedto be a major tool for remote sensing studies of omets. In turn, omets are still a onvenient laboratoryfor studying moleules in extreme physial onditions.Reent studies, taking bene�t of new tehnology and/or exeptional targets, gave answers to some oldquestions, but also brought up new questions:� We probably now know what are the main onstituents of ometary ies. Whih ometary moleules arestill to be identi�ed?� Moleules as omplex as ethylene glyol have been identi�ed in ometary atmospheres. What is the limitof the omplexity of ometary moleules?� Several moleules of biologial relevane have been identi�ed in omets. However, how they ould survivein ollisions of omets with the Earth is a debated issue [70, 71℄. What was the role of omets in thehemistry of early Earth and in the apparition of life?� Large hemial di�erenes are observed from omet to omet. What is the link between this hemialdiversity and the origin and evolution of omets?� Beside in situ exploration, remote sensing spetrosopy is still useful to the study of omets, beause theomet population has to be studied as a whole, whereas spae exploration is limited to a few objets.� 150 years after, the systemati study of ometary spetra is still topial. Extensive moleular databasesare ruial for the analysis of omplex ometary spetra.� Rosetta will perform an in-depth in situ analysis of ometary material. The next step will be to returnto Earth a real sample of ometary nuleus.Referenes[1℄ G. B. Donati, Astronomishe Nahrihten 62, 375 (1864).[2℄ W. Huggins, Phil. Trans. Roy. So. 158, 529 (1868).[3℄ M. F. A'Hearn, M. J. S. Belton, W. A. Delamere, et al., Siene 310, 258 (2005).[4℄ K. J. Meeh, N. Ageorges, M. F. A'Hearn, et al., Siene 310, 265 (2005).[5℄ A. L. Cohran and W. D. Cohran, Iarus 157, 297 (2002).[6℄ P. Swings and L. Haser, Atlas of Representative Cometary Spetra (Astrophysial Institute, Li�ege,1956).[7℄ P. Swings, Quart. J. Roy. Astron. So. 6, 28 (1965).[8℄ M. C. Festou, H. Rikman, and R. M. West, Astron. Astrophys. Rev. 4, 363 (1993).[9℄ M. C. Festou, H. Rikman, and R. M. West, Astron. Astrophys. Rev. 5, 37 (1993).[10℄ M. C. Festou, H. U. Keller, and H. A. Weaver, Comets II (Univ. Arizona Press, Tuson, 2005).
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